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Alvah and Forglen Community Council (AFCC) request that consideration be given to the following
submission under the Aberdeenshire Special Landscape Areas (SLA) Project.

Summary

Due to its long recognized significance, natural beauty and
abundance of protected wildlife, AFCC believe that the
Deveron Valley area deserves continued recognition as an
area of outstanding beauty needing special consideration.
Thus designation of the Deveron Valley Area as a Special
Landscape Area within Aberdeenshire would be wholly
appropriate.

Introduction

Alvah and Forglen is fortunate to have as it's eastern and
southern boundary a portion of the River Deveron Valley,
one of the most scenic areas in Aberdeenshire. We believe
that the Deveron Valley and its surrounding area should be designated as a Special Landscape Area as it
has special qualities of particular beauty, outstanding views, a diverse range of wildlife and habitats, and is
mostly in an unspoiled state.

Previous and Current Significance of the Area

The Deveron Valley area has historically been recognized by all administrations as having a particular
value and significance within Aberdeenshire.  The Area was previously both an Area of Special Landscape
Value in the 1990s and an Area of Landscape Significance in the 2000s. This is covered in more detail in
Appendix One

SNH Special Landscape Area Guidance

SNH issued guidance for selection of Special Landscape Areas in 2006.1  AFCC believe that the Deveron
Valley satisfies this guidance due to the quality of the landscape, it's value for recreation and tourism and
the variety of habits and species it supports.

Role of the Community Council

Following the development of a Community Action Plan for
the Alvah and Forglen area, one issue with major support
is to preserve the natural beauty of the area. Thus,
AFCC see it's remit as mainly being one to specifically
comment with regard to the Alvah and Forglen area rather
than on a SLA covering the entire Deveron Valley, the
designation of which it would fully support.

Therefore, the issue we intend to deal with in detail within
this submission is that of the boundaries of a SLA within
the area of Alvah and Forglen and its immediate surrounds.
The Guidance notes a variety of methods for selection of
these.2  The Community Council feels as residents of the

area we may have a more intimate knowledge of it's qualities than can be gained from a desk based study
or short visit field survey.

1 Guidance on Local Landscape Designations. SNH and Historic Scotland
2 Section 6.7 While the identification of the area for designation should be informed by the criteria proposed in Section 3, the
choice of boundary will need to be informed by a more pragmatic set of judgements – what clear and permanent feature which
best encompass the proposed area can be tangibly identified on the ground? Equally, how important are views from and into the
selected areas? In most circumstances, both desk-based studies and field survey will be required to determine the best boundary
features for any particular area.
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The Community Council has looked at the mapping of the previous Area of Landscape Significance and
those for Landscape Character Type (LCT) 121 and Landscape Character Area (LCA) 24 (i)2 and has taken
these as a starting point for further investigation using it's knowledge of the area.

The map below shows the results.  Our rationale for selection of these boundaries is covered in Appendix
Two.

Conclusion
Alvah and Forglen Community Council feel passionately that the Deveron Valley and its surrounding area is a high
quality landscape that deserves to be preserved and passed on to future generations intact and fully deserves
designation as a Special Landscape Area.

1 National programme of landscape character assessment: Banff and Buchan SNH 1997
2 Aberdeenshire Strategic Landscape Capacity Assessment 2014
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Map  shows the previous ALS, LCT 12/LCA 24 (i) and SLA area suggested by Alvah and Forglen CC superimposed
together on the same map for comparision purposes.
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Appendix One

Why there should be a Deveron Valley SLA
Alvah and Forglen is fortunate to have as it's eastern and southern boundary a portion of the River Deveron Valley,
one of the most scenic areas in Aberdeenshire and Moray. We believe that the Deveron Valley and its surrounding
area should be designated as a Special Landscape Area as it has special qualities of particular beauty, outstanding
views, a diverse range of wildlife and habitats, and is mostly in an unspoiled state, specifically:

· This landscape is very well maintained and in a good state of repair

· This landscape has a strong sense of wildness or tranquillity

· This landscape has outstanding scenic qualities

· This landscape is essential for outdoor recreation and tourism

· This landscape contains important built heritage

· This landscape is important for natural habitats and species

· This landscape provides important connections for people or wildlife

Previous and Current Significance of the Area
The Deveron Valley area has historically been recognized by all administrations as having a particular value and
significance within Aberdeenshire.  The Area was previously both an Area of Special Landscape Value in the 1990s
and an Area of Landscape Significance in the 2000s.

Aberdeenshire Council’s own current description of the Upper Deveron Valley states that:

 “An area of increased landscape sensitivity exists to the north and west of Turriff, due to the qualities of the River
Deveron Valley, including; the deciduous trees; river side trees; beech hedging and views along the river.”

The 2014 Aberdeenshire Strategic Landscape Capacity Assessment at Page A62 describes the Deveron Valley as:

 “An attractive river valley with a high degree of integrity.”

It also states at page A62 that:

“Forglen [with] views upstream along the valley floor, higher parts of the policies afford wider panoramic views
northwards down the Deveron valley, and eastwards across the agricultural lands north of Turriff”.

The Area also adjoins Protected Area P6 in the 2016 LDP, Banff and Buchan Settlement Statements.  Area P6 is
intended to “conserve the setting of Banff”, which is associated with the designated landscape of Duff House and its
policies upstream to the Bridge of Alvah, continuing this to an adjoining SLA would seem both appropriate and logical.

Wildlife

The Deveron Valley is home to many protected species such as
Badger, Bat and Otter. Also there are many RSPB ‘Red listed’
(Globally Threatened) species including skylark, yellowhammer,
tree sparrow, house sparrow and song thrush.

 RSPB ‘Amber listed’ (species of concern) present include whooper
swan, kestrel, barn owl, bullfinch, swallow, house martin, swift and
oyster catchers.

The valley north from Turriff to Kirkton of Alvah is recognised by the
RSPB as an important area for the autumn/winter visiting Whooper
Swans which have in recent years been counted at over 1% of the
entire UK seasonal population.

Oyster Catcher and chicks Alvah 2015
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Wildlife (cont)

The Deveron Valley itself is obviously important for natural habitats and associated species and this is also true for the
extensions to these habits along the smaller tributory burns which flow into are often  in a wilder state due to their
unsuitability for farming.

Thus forming habitats for numerous mammal and bird species, many of which are protected under the EU Habitats
Directive, and act as important conduits or pathways both into and out from the river margins and safe areas for
wildlife.

Tourism and recreation
The Deveron Valley area is renowned both locally and more widely for its attractive scenery, beautiful river and quiet
roads. These all encourage outdoor activities1 by both tourists2 and local residents3. This outdoor activity in the
Deveron Valley area boosts the economy and contributes to the vibrant yet picturesque atmosphere present in the
Valley and its surrounds.

The River Deveron is known for it’s Salmon and Trout, thus Fly fishing remains very popular along the river throughout
the season.  Also canoeists and walkers are drawn to the river.

In recent years there has been a huge upsurge in the numbers of people cycling.  The Sustrans National Cycle
Network Route 1 (from Dover to the Shetland Islands (1,700 miles)) runs along the east side of the Deveron Valley
and is a major route for both touring cyclists, local cycle clubs and recreational cycling. Walkers are also often seen on
this route enjoying the beautiful views and smooth walking surface.

Also worthy of note are the professional and amateur artists, both local and international, who come to capture
the beauty of the valley and its surrounding hills in various forms.

1 Guidance on Local Landscape Designations. SNH and Historic Scotland. Research suggests that people are more likely to
continue to exercise in the outdoors than in gyms and leisure centres. At a time when there are growing concerns over health and
the level of general fitness among the Scottish population, enjoying the outdoors has an important contribution to make. Attractive
landscapes invite and encourage physical activity. While high quality greenspace near to where people live has the largest role
here , attractive and accessible landscapes of our towns and countryside can also contribute to making Scotland healthier and fitter
as a nation
2 Guidance on Local Landscape Designations. SNH and Historic Scotland. Scottish tourism is vital to the Scottish economy, con-
tributing around £4 billion and employing nearly 9% of the Scottish workforce
3 PAN 60 Published in 20002 contains advice on local designations including AGLVs. It suggests that local designations are ‘of
most value where they form part of a wider landscape and habitat framework and contribute to the realisation of Natural Heritage
Strategy, LBAP or Local Agenda 21 objectives .. to enhance the quality of urban living and help make an area more attractive as a
location of economic activity’
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Appendix Two

Scenery and landforms
Within Alvah and Forglen are Brownside Wood (Forestry Commission 96ha) the largely wooded policies of Forglen
House, the smaller Maryhill Wood near the junction of the B9121 and B9025 plus smaller wooded areas in Forglen.

These are considered necessary to be part of a Deveron Valley Special Landscape Area as are the higher valley
landform features which delineate and frame the lower valley floor.1  These ridges and hilltops form important and
visually pleasing viewpoints both into and over the inner valley floor and provide tantalizing glimpses and reveals
where the overall larger vistas of the Deveron Valley can be appreciated by both residents and visitors to the area
alike.2

Some examples in Alvah and Forglen are the wide vistas from the likes of the Hill of Alvah and Govel Hill at the north
of the area, the B9121 road near Greenlaw and Itlaw farms, the B9121 road passing Brownside Wood, the road near
Mountblairy, and the small hilltop near Williamsons Garden Centre at Forglen. Pins: VP1, VP2, VP5, VP12, VP13, and
VP14,

Higher up and further away from the valley floor are the views from the unclassified road which leaves the B9121 near
Cowie Hill, skirts the back of Brownside Wood (at 204m the highest hill within the area) and joins the B9025 just west
of it's junction with the B9121. Pins VP4, VP7, VP8, VP11, VP15, VP16

Leading off from this road are other roads which join the B9121providing views into the area especially those near the
Rosy Burn which seperates the higher ground of Brownside Wood and Cowie Hill. Pins: VP8 and VP9

Also worthy of mention is the vista from the B9025 Turriff Bridge looking northwards along the valley floor.  The valley
and it’s surrounding higher ground provide much of the setting of the town of Turriff.

Image below taken from Google Earth shows the above and more which have been identified as providing some of
the panoramic views referred to above and also smaller scale views of the valley landform.  A .kmz file for use with
Google Earth is available from AFCC on request.

These larger hills, smaller hilltops and viewpoints are often isolated from each other and to designate them individually
would pose logistical and mapping problems. Also the reasons for their attractiveness is intimately related to their
association with the inner valley landform. Thus it seems logical to include them all in a single Deveron Valley Special
Landscape Area as shown in the map in the main body of the submission.

The same situation also applies on the east bank of the Deveron opposite Alvah and Forglen and furher upstream
towards Huntly and beyond. However, it was felt that it was outside Alvah and Forglen Community Council's remit to
deal with these areas in any detail.

1"Incised through the plain of Banff & Buchan, the Deveron and upper Ythan rivers and their adjoining major tributaries meander
through predominantly shallow valleys, bounded by broad and rolling hill ridges to either side."  Page 14  National programme of
landscape character assessment: Banff and Buchan  SNH 1997
2 "higher parts of the policies afford wider panoramic views northwards down the Deveron valley, and eastwards across the
agricultural lands north of Turriff”. Aberdeenshire SLCA  page A62
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Many small tributories to the River Deveron have over millenia carved their way into the landscape.  Some of these
act as visual gateways into the inner lower valley, opening up smaller intimate views of the landscape which offer high
quality and interesting aspects of the tranquil and rolling landscape. Because of their wilder, unfarmed nature they
also offer wildlife habitats not available in the broader surrounding agricultural area.

An example, of both of these qualities is the valley of the Burn of Brydock / Burn of Auchenbadie in the north of Alvah
and Forglen which has cut in part a steep sided and narrow path through the surrounding higher landscape which
affords both views further into the valley floor and of a more intimate and close nature.  It acts as a mainly tree
covered avenue for both wildlife travel and a picturesque shelter for many species

As with the smaller hill tops referred to previously, such areas are too small to permit designation as an individual SLA
and so have been included within the preferred boundaries

Rationale for selection of SLA boundaries.
Section 6.7 of the guidance notes the choice of boundary will need to be informed by a more pragmatic set of
judgements – what clear and permanent feature which best encompass the proposed area can be tangibly
identified on the ground? Equally, how important are views from and into the selected areas?1

Section 6.8 of the guidance notes The precise choice of boundary feature will be determined by the options available
and the best fit these have with the reasons for which the area is being designated. While it is not therefore possible to
be prescriptive, features which may make effective boundaries include topography, watersheds and rivers.
Other physical features such as field boundaries and roads could also be considered.

One definition of Landscape is “an expanse of scenery and objects which can be seen in a  single view”.2
A fundamental part of a valley is that which makes it a valley, the naturally imposed boundaries of the surrounding
higher ground which in this case are the broad and rolling hill ridges to either side.3

Viewed from the valley floor on the east bank of the Deveron (shown as EBVP1, EBVP2 and EBVP3 on the map on
page 8) the bounding hills to the west of the valley in Alvah and Forglen are those at 150m or higher: Hill of Alvah,
Govel Hill, Hill of Itlaw and Brownside Wood.

But how high and how far away can surrounding higher ground be before it looses it's association with the valley it
contains? Perhaps one answer could be when it no longer has a view into or over this lower lying landform.

It is thus seems logical to place a boundary along which the landscape type observed is similar and also where a
particular landscape can or cannot be viewed by the natural limiting lines (bounds) imposed by the landscape itself.
This also ties in with the views from and into of the guidance.

Use of OS map plus topography mapping was initially used to try and identify logical and justified boundaries to the
area. The highest places alongside the valley are the isolated hilltops above the 150m contour. From north to south
Hill of Alvah and the ridge down to Govel Hill, Hill of Itlaw, Cowie Hill and Brownside Hill  As noted previously these
hills are also seen to bound the valley in the westward views from the east bank near the river itself.

It was also felt important for the wooded areas of Brownside Wood, Maryhill Wood and the wooded polices of Forglen
House to be included within a SLA.

1 Page 28  Guidance on Local Landscape Designations SNH Historic Scotland 2006
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/218695/env-impact-landscape.pdf
3 Page 14  National programme of landscape character assessment: Banff and Buchan  SNH 1997
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For which clear and permanent feature which best encompass the proposed area can be tangibly identified on the
ground the closest roads to these hill tops and woods noted above were used if possible especially when the roads
themselves offered a viewpoint over the larger valley area beyond i.e. they provided views into the valley landscape
area.

In detail
All of the Hill of Alvah (178m height) was included at it is highly visible over a wide area both east and west along the
coastal area plus it forms a setting for the hamlet of Kirkton of Alvah which stands below it. The hill is also the site of 2
scheduled prehistoric monuments, Alvah Cairn and Stirling Cairn. The previous ALS left the west side of the hill
outside the ALS boundary. The A96 and B9121 seemed the best choice of boundaries on the ground to include the
entire hill in a future SLA.

The Burn of Brydock/ Burn of Auchinbadie was included for the reasons noted previously in Scenery and Landforms
section having both strong scenic qualities and wildlife habitats. Much of this lies within the line of the B9121 This was
previously included within the Deveron Valley ALS but is outwith LCA 24 (i).

For both of the above the best choice of boundaries seemed to be the A96 and B9121. From there the boundary uses
natural watercourses and a farm access track to cut across to Upper Fatterhead enclosing the 150m+ Hill of Itlaw. The
unclassified road to the west of Cowie Hill is then followed southwards along the 150m+ contour  to cross the Rosy
Burn and continue back along the 150m+ contour to the west of Brownside Wood. The boundary then continues
southwards with Maryhill Wood to the east, and thereafter follows the ALS boundary with no  change.

Map showing indicated Viewpoints with woodland, 100m, and 150m  contours plus AFCC preferred boundaries of a
SLA.
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VP5 - Near Itlaw Farm - 180 degree panorama eastwards stretching from Govel Hill to Pole of Itlaw.

VP2 - Near Greenlaw, the wooded Burn of Brydock with Hill of Alvah and Govel Hill beyond

VP1 - From Hill of Alvah looking north east across Kirkton of Alvah to woodland around Bridge of Alvah

Viewpoint Photos

VP3 - South of Sandlaw looking east towards Eden Castle

VP4  - Near Cowie Hill looking east
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VP15 - Looking south over Forglen

VP6 River Deveron.

VP7 - Panorama looking east, Cowie Hill to Brownside Wood.

VP11 - Behind Brownside Wood looking east.

VP7 - East to Brownside Wood.
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VP12- Near Brownside Wood  looking north  to Hill of Alvah

VP16 - Panorama looking east over Maryhill Wood and stretching  south over Forglen

VP16- Near Maryhill Wood, looking south over Forglen with Bennachie visible on the horizon


